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NPS is the Navy’s Research University.

Location: ! Monterey, CA
Students:        1500
§ US Military (All 5 services)
§ US Civilian (Scholarship for Service & SMART)
§ Foreign Military (30 countries)
§ All students are fully funded

Schools:
§ Business & Public Policy
§ Engineering & Applied Sciences
§ Operational & Information Sciences
§ International Graduate Studies

NCR Initiative:
§ 8 offices on 5th floor, 900N Glebe Road, Arlington
§ FY12 plans: 4 professors, 2 postdocs
§ Recruiting: Government employees for MS & PHDs
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Simson Garfinkel
Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science
2010! ! PCS to National Capital Region
2006- ! ! Joined NPS Faculty
2005-2006! Harvard University postdoc
2002-2005! MIT EECS PhD Program
1988-2004! Entrepreneur & Journalist
§ Vineyard.NET, Broadband2Wireless,
§ Sandstorm Enterprises, Inc. (network forensics)
§ Technology Review Magazine
§ Chief Security Officer (CSO) Magazine (4 national awards)
§ Boston Globe Columnist, 1997-2002

1988-2011! Author & Inventor
§ 14 books
§ 6 US patents
§ 45 journal articles & conference papers
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NPS Team Members

Dr. Simson L. Garfinkel

! ! ! !  ! Dr. Joel Young

Dr. Robert Beverly

! ! ! ! ! Dr. Mathias Kölsch

Dr. Bret Michael! ! ! Dr. Neil Rowe

Scott Cote • Adam Russell • Bruce Allen
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Major Research in Computer Forensics, 2006-2011

Corpus Creation, Management and Large-Scale Analysis
§ For research, tool testing, and tool testing.
§ Real Data Corpus — Real data from around the world.
§ Realistic Corpus — Manufactured data.
§ Cross-Drive Analysis — Datamining organizations

Forensics File Formats, Data Representation and Automation
§ AFF — Advanced Forensic Format — Interoperability, Expandability & Encryption
§ DFXML — Digital Forensics XML

Carving Research
§ Fragment Recovery Carving
§ Multiuser Carved Data Ascription Problem
§ Bulk_Extractor — Parallelized Carving with Named Entity Extraction
§ Hash-based Carving

Forensic Acceleration
§ High-speed MD5/SHA/AES implementations.
§ Random Sampling of Files and Blocks
§ Bloom Filters for Searching

Collaborative Research:
§ Profiling and Outlier Analysis
§ Similarity Research
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Current NPS research thrusts

Area #1: End-to-end automation of forensic processing
§ Digital Forensics XML Toolkit
§ Tool integration; automated metadata extraction

Area #2: Bringing data mining to forensics
§ Automated social network analysis (cross-drive analysis)
§ Automated ascription of carved data 
§ Novel VIDEX and IMINT 

Area #3: Bulk Data Analysis
§ Statistical techniques (sub-linear algorithms)
§ Similarity Metrics; 

Area #4: Creating Standardized Forensic Corpora
§ Freely redistributable disk and memory images, packet dumps, file collections.
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Research Synergy
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August 1998: 
My first encounter with other people's data. 
I purchased 10 used computers from a computer store…
… for a project

This computer had been the file server of a law firm.

Other computers contained:
§ Database of mental health patients
§ Files from a divorced woman worrying about child support & college expenses.
§ Draft manuscript of a prominent novelist…



Sectors on hard drives can be divided into three 
categories:

Allocated Data Data

Deleted Data

Uninteresting Data blank sectors [OS files]

} user files
email messages
[temporary files]
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Data on a hard drive is arranged in sectors

usr bin
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I analyzed 236 drives purchased 1998—2003.
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Roughly ⅓ of the drives had sensitive information.
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Design Principles and Patterns for Computers that are 
Simultaneously Secure and Usable, MIT PhD Thesis, 2005

While tracing back the drives, 
I discovered drive attribution via histogram analysis.

Manual Geolocation of hard drives.
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2005: Cross-drive analysis.
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Why would two drives have 35 credit card numbers in common?



Scenario #1: 
Owner of one drive sent a message to another drive.
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Scenario #2: 
Both drives received a message from a third party.
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Cross Drive Analysis (CDA) computes the correlation 
matrix of the distinct (“pseudo-unique”) information.

first drive

se
co

nd
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riv
e

High correlation
indicates likely

extrinsic relationship
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The algorithm finds the correlation selectors.

“Forensic Feature Extraction and Cross-Drive Analysis,” 2006

We correlated 250 drives and automatically found drives 
belonging to the same organization.

Drives #74 x #77

25 CCNS

in common

Drives #171 & #172

13 CCNS

in common

Drives #179 & #206

13 CCNS

in common

Same 
Community College

Same
Medical Center

Same
Car Dealership
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Email histogram allows us to rapidly determine:
§ Drive’s primary user
§ User’s organization
§ Primary correspondents
§ Other email addresses

Histograms are powerful

Drive #51 
(Anonymized)
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ALICE@DOMAIN1.com                8133
BOB@DOMAIN1.com                  3504
ALICE@mail.adhost.com            2956
JobInfo@alumni-gsb.stanford.edu  2108
CLARE@aol.com                    1579
DON317@earthlink.net             1206
ERIC@DOMAIN1.com                 1118
GABBY10@aol.com                  1030
HAROLD@HAROLD.com                 989
ISHMAEL@JACK.wolfe.net            960
KIM@prodigy.net                   947
ISHMAEL-list@rcia.com             845
JACK@nwlink.com                   802
LEN@wolfenet.com                  790
natcom-list@rcia.com              763ALICE

BOB

CLAREDON317



2011: IP Carving and Network Reassembly
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bulk_extractor extended to recognize and validate network data.
§ Automated extraction of Ethernet MAC addresses (client & server)
§ Large-scale corpus correlation.
§ Automated network reassembly.



NPS Big Vision for Automated Forensics
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Stream-based forensics with 
bulk_extractor



Today most forensic tools follow the same steps to 
analyze a disk drive.
Walk the file system to map out all the files (allocated & deleted).
For each file:
§ Seek to the file.
§ Read the file.
§ Hash the file (MD5)
§ Index file's text.

"Carve" space between files for other documents, text, etc.

Problem #1: Time
§ 1TB drive takes 3.5 hours to read

—10-80 hours to process!

Problem #2: Completeness
§ Lots of residual data is ignored.

—Many investigations don’t carve!
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Can we analyze a 1TB drive in 3.5 hours?
(The time it takes to read the data.)
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Stream-Based Disk Forensics:
Scan the disk from beginning to end; do your best.
1. Read all of the blocks in order.
2. Look for information that might be useful.
3. Identify & extract what's possible in a single pass.

Advantages:
§ No disk seeking.
§ Read the disk at maximum transfer rate.
§ Reads all the data — allocated files, deleted files, file fragments.

Disadvantages:
§ Fragmented files won't be recovered:

—Compressed files with part2-part1 ordering
—Files with internal fragmentation (.doc)

§ A pass through the file system is needed to map contents to file names.
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bulk_extractor: a high-speed disk scanner.

Key Features:
§ Uses regular expressions and rules to scan for:

—email addresses; credit card numbers; JPEG EXIFs; URLs; Email fragments.
§ Recursively re-analyzes ZIP components.
§ Produces a histogram of the results.
§ Multi-threaded.

—Disk is "striped" into pages
—Results stored in mostly-ordered “feature files”

Challenges:
§ Must work with evidence files of any size and on limited hardware.
§ Users can't provide their data when the program crashes.
§ Users are analysts and examiners, not engineers.
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bulk_extractor output: text files of "features" and context.

email addresses from domexusers:
48198832  domexuser2@gmail.com    tocol>____<name>domexuser2@gmail.com/Home</name>____
48200361  domexuser2@live.com     tocol>____<name>domexuser2@live.com</name>____<pass
48413829  siege@preoccupied.net   siege) O'Brien <siege@preoccupied.net>_hp://meanwhi
48481542  danilo@gnome.org        Danilo __egan <danilo@gnome.org>_Language-Team:
48481589  gnom@prevod.org         : Serbian (sr) <gnom@prevod.org>_MIME-Version:
49421069  domexuser1@gmail.com    server2.name", "domexuser1@gmail.com");__user_pref("
49421279  domexuser1@gmail.com    er2.userName", "domexuser1@gmail.com");__user_pref("
49421608  domexuser1@gmail.com    tp1.username", "domexuser1@gmail.com");__user_pref("

Histogram:
n=579   domexuser1@gmail.com
n=432   domexuser2@gmail.com
n=340   domexuser3@gmail.com
n=268   ips@mail.ips.es
n=252   premium-server@thawte.com
n=244   CPS-requests@verisign.com
n=242   someone@example.com
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Bulk_extractor is faster because it’s multi-threaded

Time to process 20GB disk image:
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bulk_extractor success:
City of San Luis Obispo Police Department, Spring 2010
District Attorney filed charges against two individuals:
§ Credit Card Fraud
§ Possession of materials to commit credit card fraud.

Defendants:
§ arrested with a computer.
§ Expected to argue that defends were unsophisticated and lacked knowledge.

Examiner given 250GiB drive the day before preliminary hearing.
§ In 2.5 hours Bulk Extractor found:

—Over 10,000 credit card numbers on the HD (1000 unique)
—Most common email address belonged to the primary defendant (possession)
—The most commonly occurring Internet search engine queries concerned credit card 

fraud and bank identification numbers (intent)
—Most commonly visited websites were in a foreign country whose primary language is 

spoken fluently by the primary defendant. 
§ Armed with this data, the DA was able to have the defendants held.
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Eliminating false positives:
Many of the email addresses come with Windows!
Sources of these addresses:
§ Windows binaries
§ SSL certificates
§ Sample documents

It's important to suppress email addresses not relevant to the case.

Approach #1 — Suppress emails seen on many other drives.
Approach #2 — Stop list from bulk_extractor run on clean installs.

Both of these methods white list commonly seen emails.
§ Operating Systems have a LOT of emails. (FC12 has 20,584!)
§ Should we give the Linux developers a free pass? 
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Approach #3: Context-sensitive stop list.

Instead of extracting just the email address, extract the context:

§ Offset:! 351373329
§ Email:!! zeeshan.ali@nokia.com

§ Context:! ut_Zeeshan Ali <zeeshan.ali@nokia.com>, Stefan Kost <

§ Offset:! 351373366
§ Email:!! stefan.kost@nokia.com

§ Context:! >, Stefan Kost <stefan.kost@nokia.com>____________sin

—Here "context" is 8 characters on either side of feature.
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Total stop list: 70MB (628,792 features; 9MB ZIP file)

Applying it to domexusers HD image:
§ # of emails found: 9143 ➔ 4459

http://afflib.org/downloads/feature_context.1.0.zip

We created a context-sensitive stop list for Microsoft 
Windows XP, 2000, 2003, Vista, and several Linux.
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bulk_extractor: Implemented as a set of C++ classes

Forensic Buffers and Path:
§ sbuf_t — Holds data, margin, and forensic path of each page.
§ pos0_t — Path of byte at sbuf[0]

100 ! ! Offset at 100 bytes.
100-GZIP-500! At offset 100, GZIP compressed, 500 bytes further in

§ feature_recorder — Holds output for each feature type

Plug-In Scanner System
§ Each scanner is a C++ function that can be linked or loaded at run-time(*)
§ Simple scanners look for features in bulk data and report them

—scan_accts, scan_aes, scan_bulk, scan_ccns2, scan_email, scan_exif, scan_find, 
scan_headers, scan_net, scan_wordlist

§ Scanners can instantiate files:
—scan_kml 

§ Scanners can be recursive. 
—scan_base64, scan_gzip, scan_hiberfile, scan_pdf, scan_zip
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Bulk_extractor’s magic — opportunistic decompression

Most forensic tools recover:
§ allocated files
§ “deleted” files
§ carving of unallocated area.

bulk_extractor uses a different methodology:
§ Carving and Named Entity Recognition
§ Identification, Decompression and Re-Analysis of compressed data.

This helps with:
§ hibernation files and fragments (hibernation files move around)
§ swap file fragments
§ browser cache fragments (gzip compression)
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Post-processing the feature files

The feature files are designed for easy, rapid processing.
§ Tab-Delimited

—path, feature, context
§ Text (UTF-8)

bulk_diff.py: prepares difference of two bulk_extractor runs.
§ Designed for timeline analysis.
§ Developed with analysts.
§ Reports “what’s changed.”

—Actually, “what’s new” turned out to be more useful.
—“what’s missing” includes data inadvertantly overwritten.

identify_filenames.py: Reports files responsible for features.
§ Requires DFXML run (fiwalk) for disk image.
§ Currently a two-step process; could be built in to bulk_extractor
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bulk_extractor GUI

100% Java
Uses bulk_extractor to view contents of compressed containers.
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Current status

bulk_extractor Version 1.0 — available at http://afflib.org/
§ Runs on Windows, MacOS & Linux
§ Includes scanners for:

—email accounts, URLs and domain names; credit card numbers 
—KML files & Garmin GPS XML
—IP packets
—AES keys
—EXIF data
—Word List

§ Decoders for:
—ZIP & GZIP
—PDF
—Hibernation File

Version 1.1 will add:
§ JSON (Facebook and others)
§ Packet capture files
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Part 1:
Distinct Block Recognition



Consider a disk sector with 512 bytes. 
§ There are 2512x8 ≈ 101,233 different sectors.
§ A randomized sector is likely to be "distinct."

—e.g. encryption keys, high-entropy data, etc.

Distinct Block Hypothesis #1:
§ If a block of data from a file is distinct, then a copy of that block found on a data storage 

device is evidence that the file was once present.

Distinct Block Hypothesis #2:
§ If a file is known to have been manufactured using some high-entropy process, and if the 

blocks of that file are shown to be distinct throughout a large and representative corpus, 
then those blocks can be treated as if they are distinct.

Distinct block: a block of data that does not arise by 
chance more than once.
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A bock from a JPEG image should be distinct.

"You cannot step twice into the same river." 
—Heraclitus

"You cannot step twice into the same sunny day." 
—Distinct Block Hypothesis

… Unless the image is all black.

What kinds of files are likely to have distinct blocks?
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Even though JPEGs may look similar, 
they do not contain identical data blocks.

Even with JPEG headers, XML, and Color Maps:

However, there are some blocks that are in common. 
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Files with high entropy:
§ Multimedia files (Video)
§ Encrypted files.
§ Files with original writing.
§ Files with just a few characters "randomly" distributed

—There are 1033 (512!/500!) different sectors with 500 NULLs and 12 ASCII spaces!

What kinds of files won't have distinct blocks?
§ Those that are filled with a constant character.
§ Simple patterns (00 FF 00 FF 00 FF)

Other kinds of files likely have distinct blocks as well.
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Place a file with distinct blocks on a disk.
§ Distinct disk blocks => Distinct disk sectors.

So finding a distinct block on a disk is evidence that the file was 
present.
§ (Distinct Block Hypothesis #1:

—If a block of data from a file is distinct, then a copy of that block found on a data 
storage device is evidence that the file was once present.)

Modern file systems align files on sector boundaries.
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Hash-based carving

Input: 
§ 1 or more Master Files

§ A disk image

Algorithm: 
§ Hash each sector of each master file. 

—Store hashes in a map[].
§ Hash each sector of the disk image.

—Check each sector hash against the map[]
—If a sector hash matches multiple files, choose the file that creates the longer run.
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Hash-based carving

Input: 
§ 1 or more Master Files

§ A disk image

Algorithm: 
§ Hash each sector of each master file. 

—Store hashes in a map[].
§ Hash each sector of the disk image.

—Check each sector hash against the map[]
—If a sector hash matches multiple files, choose the file that creates the longer run.
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frag_find is a high-performance hash-based carver.

Implementation:
§ C++
§ Pre-filtering with NPS Bloom package.

—All sector hashes are put in a Bloom Filter
—Block size = Sector Size = 512 bytes

Output in Digital Forensics XML:
<fileobject>
  <filename>DCIM/100CANON/IMG_0001.JPG</filename>
  <byte_runs>
    <run file_offset='0' fs_offset='55808' img_offset='81920' len='855935'/>
      <hashdigest type='MD5'>b83137bd4ba4b56ed856be8a8e2dc141</hashdigest>
      <hashdigest type='SHA1'>03eaa4a5678542039c29a5ccf12b3d71ae96cbd2</hashdigest>
  </byte_runs>
</fileobject>

Uses: 
§ Exfiltration of sensitive documents; 
§ Data Loss Detection; etc.
§ Download from http://afflib.org/ 
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Distinct Block Recognition can be used to find 
objectionable material.
Currently objectionable materials are detected with hash sets.

With the block-based approach, each file is broken into blocks, and 
each block hash is put into a Bloom Filter:
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If a sector of an objectionable file is found on a drive...
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Advantages of block recognition with Bloom Filters

Speed & Size:
§ Can store billions of sector hashes in a 4GB object.
§ False positive rate can be made very small.

Security:
§ File corpus can't be reverse-engineered from BF
§ BF can be encrypted for further security.

False positive rate:
§ m = 232   k = 4   n=80 million     p < .0000266     (512MiB BF)
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The odds of finding the objectionable content depends on 
the amount of content and the # of sampled sectors.
Sectors on disk: ! 2,000,000,000   (1TB)
Sectors with bad content:      200,000   (100 MB)

Chose one sector. Odds of missing the data:
§ (2,000,000,000 - 200,000) / (2,000,000,000) = 0.9999
§ You are very likely to miss one of 200,000 sectors if you pick just one.

Chose two sectors. Odds of missing the data on both tries:
§ 0.999 * (1,999,999,999-200,000) / (1,999,999,999) = .9998
§ You are still very likely to miss one of 200,000 sectors if you pick two…
§ … but a little less likely

Increasing # of samples decreases the odds of missing the data.
§ The "Urn Problem" from statistics.
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The more sectors picked, the less likely you are to miss all 
of the sectors that have objectionable content.
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Sampled sectors Probability of not finding data
1 0.99999

100 0.99900
1000 0.99005

10,000 0.90484
100,000 0.36787
200,000 0.13532
300,000 0.04978
400,000 0.01831
500,000 0.00673

Table 1: Probability of not finding any of 10MB of data on
a 1TB hard drive for a given number of randomly sampled
sectors. Smaller probabilities indicate higher accuracy.

Non-null data Probability of not finding data
Sectors Bytes with 10,000 sampled sectors
20,000 10 MB 0.90484

100,000 50 MB 0.60652
200,000 100 MB 0.36786
300,000 150 MB 0.22310
400,000 200 MB 0.13531
500,000 250 MB 0.08206
600,000 300 MB 0.04976
700,000 350 MB 0.03018

1,000,000 500 MB 0.00673

Table 2: Probability of not finding various amounts
of data when sampling 10,000 disk sectors randomly.
Smaller probabilities indicate higher accuracy.

colors, white (blank) sectors and black (non-blank) sec-
tors. We hypothesize that M (20,000) of those balls are
black. A sample of n balls is drawn without replacement,
and X of these drawn balls are black. The probability that
X will be exactly x is governed by the hypergeometric
distribution:

P (X = x) = h(x;n, M, N) =

�
M

x

��
N�M

n�x

�
�
N

n

� (4)

This distribution resolves to a form that is simpler to
compute when seeking the probability of X = 0, that is,
of finding no black balls (or no disk sectors containing
data):

P (X = 0) =
nY

i=1

((N � (i� 1))�M)
(N � (i� 1))

(5)

This is the same formula that we demonstrated with
induction in (3).

While this formula is computationally intensive, it can
be approximated with the binomial distribution when the
sample size is less than 5% of the population size [4] with
this approximation:

P (X = 0) = b(0;n,

M

N

) =
✓

1� M

N

◆
n

(6)

Interperting this equation can be a bit difficult, as there
are two free variables and a double-negative. That is, the
user determines the number of sectors to be randomly
sampled and the hypothesis to be invalidated—in this
case, the hypothesis is that the disk contains more than
a certain amount of data. Then, if all of the sectors that
are read contain no data, the equation provides the proba-
bility that the data are on the disk but have been missed. If

this probability is small enough then we can assume that
the hypothesis is not valid and the data are not on the disk.

Tables 1 and 2 look at this equation in two different
ways. Table 1 hypothesizes 10MB of data on a 1TB drive
and examines the probability of missing the data with dif-
ferent numbers of sampled sectors. Table 2 assumes that
10,000 sectors will be randomly sampled and reports the
probability of not finding increasing amounts data.

In the social sciences it is common to use 5% as an
acceptable level for statistical tests. According to Table 2,
if 10,000 sectors are randomly sampled from a 1TB hard
drive and they are all blank, then one can say with 95%
confidence that the disk has less than 300MB of data (p <

.05). The drive may have no data (D0), or it may have one
byte of data (D1), but it probably has less than 300MB.1

For law enforcement and military purposes, we believe
that a better probability cutoff is p < .01—that is, we
would like to be wrong not with 1 chance in 20, but with
1 chance in 100. For this level of confidence, 500,000 sec-
tors on the hard drive must be sampled to be “sure” that
there is less than 10MB of data, and sampling 10,000 sec-
tors only allows one to maintain that the 1TB drive con-
tains at most 500MB of data.
2.3 In Defense of Random Sampling

In describing this work to others, we are sometimes
questioned regarding our decision to employ random sam-
pling. Some suggest that much more efficient sampling
can be performed by employing a priori knowledge of
the process that was used to write the data to the storage
device in the first place.

For example, if an operating system only wrote suc-

1Of course, the drive may have 1,999,980,000 sectors
of data and the person doing the sampling may just be
incredibly unlucky; this might happen if the Data Hider is
able to accurately predict the output of the random number
generator used for picking the sectors to sample.
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3.8 Statistical Sector Sampling to Detect the Pres-
ence of Contraband Data

Sector-based hashing can be combined with statistical
sampling to provide rapid identification of residual data
from large files. This might be especially useful at a
checkpoint, where the presence of a specific file might
used as the basis to justify a more thorough search or even
arrest.

Consider a 100MB video for which the hash of each
512-byte block is distinct. A 1TB drive contains approxi-
mately 2 billion 512-byte sectors. If one 512-byte sector is
sampled at random, the chance that the data will be missed
is overwhelming— 2,000,000,000�200,000

2,000,000,000 = 0.9999. If
more than one sector is sampled the chances of missing
the data can be calculated using the equation:

p =
nY

i=1

((N � (i� 1))�M)
(N � (i� 1))

(1)

Where N is the total number of sectors on the media,
M is the number of sectors in the target, and n is the num-
ber of sectors sampled. Readers versed in statistics will
note that we have described the well-known “Urn Prob-
lem” of sampling without replacement[10].

If 50,000 sectors from the TB drive are randomly sam-
pled, the chance of missing the data drops precipitously
to p ⇥ 0.0067 (N = 2, 000, 000, 000, M = 200, 000
and n = 50, 000.) The odds of missing the data are now
roughly 0.67%—in other words, there is a greater than
99% chance that at least one sector of the 100MB file will
be found through the proposed random sampling.
4 Fragment Type Discrimination

Given a fragment of a file, the first thing that one might
wish to do is to determine the kind of file from which
the fragment was taken: did the fragment come from a
JPEG image file, a PDF file, a Microsoft Word file, or
some other source?
4.1 “Discrimination,” not “Identification”

To the trained forensic investigator that has seen the in-
side of many files, the fragment type identification prob-
lem doesn’t seem so hard. After all, many file types
have distinct characteristics. For example, the ASCII se-
quences shown in Figure 2 are commonly seen in JPEG
files, Figure 3 is indicative of Microsoft Word files, and
Figure 4 is characteristic of a PDF file.

Although the investigator’s intuition may be correct, it
is of limited value for two reasons. First, although every
file type does have distinct sequences, a block-by-block
analysis of files indicates that most file blocks lack these
distinctive features. A second important problem, noted
in the literature review, is that much of the previous work
has failed to take into account the fact that PDF, Microsoft
Office, and ZIP files are container files in which JPEGs
are frequently embedded without alteration. Thus, there

ˆVˆWˆXˆYˆZ%&’()*456789:CDEFGHIJSTUVWXY
:exif=’http://ns.adobe.com/exif/1.0/’>

Figure 2: ASCII sequences commonly seen in JPEG files.
The first is the ASCII representation of the JPEG quanti-
zation table; the second is a fragment of XML that is em-
bedded in many JPEGs by Adobe PhotoShop.

New York, September 2008ˆM\223Security
Metrics: What can you test?\224, Veri

fy 2007 International Software Testing
Conference, Arlington, Virginia, Octo

ber 2007.ˆM\223Attacks and Countermeas

Figure 3: ASCII sequence taken from a Microsoft Word
file showing the use of carriage returns between para-
graphs and “smart quotes.”

0000146009 00000 nˆM
0000146048 00000 nˆM
0000001356 00000 nˆM
trailerˆM
<</Size 236/Prev 313946/Root 184 0 R/I

Figure 4: ASCII sequence taken from within a PDF file,
showing a portion of the xref table and the characteristic
metadata encoding system scheme.

is no discernible difference between a block taken from
the middle of a JPEG file and one taken from the middle
of a JPEG image embedded within a PDF file.

Because container files can combine files of different
types on byte boundaries, we believe that the phrase frag-
ment type identification is inherently misleading: a sin-
gle file fragment can contain multiple types! Instead, we
have adopted the phrase fragment discrimination for this
work. Adapting the phrase from electronics, we are creat-
ing software devices that produce an output when their in-
put exceeds a certain threshold. We argue that discrimina-
tion, rather than characterization, is the correct approach
when working with small file fragments, since a fragment
taken from a container file might actually contain traces
from multiple document types—for example, a fragment
taken from a PDF file might contain both PDF and JPEG
metadata, if a JPEG was embedded within the PDF.
4.2 Approaches

We have identified several approaches for small frag-
ment discrimination:
Header recognition When a fragment is taken from the

beginning of a file, traditional approaches based on
the first bytes of a file can be used to identify the
fragment type. This approach takes advantage of the
fact that most file systems align the start of files on
sector boundaries for files larger than 1500 bytes.

Frame recognition Many multimedia file formats em-
ploy repeating frames with either a fixed or variable-
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Increase efficiency with larger block size.

We use 4096-byte blocks instead of 512-byte sectors.
§ Bloom Filter utilization is ⅛; we can hold 8x the number of hashes!
§ Takes the same amount of time to read 4096 bytes as to read 512 bytes
§ Most file fragments are larger than 4096 bytes.

But file systems do not align on 4096-byte boundaries!
§ We read 15  512-byte blocks.
§ Then we compute 8 different 4096-byte block hashes.
§ Each one is checked in the Bloom Filter

(We can read 64K and trade off I/O speed for CPU speed.)
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With this approach, we can scan a 1TB hard drive for 
100MB of known objectionable content in 2-5 minutes.
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… with the chance of missing the data to p<0.001
Status: 
§ frag_find prototype available today; 
§ Random sampling tool under development; release in June 2012.

Minutes 208 5

Max Data Read 1 TB 24 GB



Part 2: 
Fragment Type Discrimination

ˆVˆWˆXˆYˆZ%&’()*456789:CDEFGHIJSTUVWXY 
:exif=’http://ns.adobe.com/exif/1.0/’>

New York, September 2008ˆM\223Security 
Metrics: What can you test?\224, Veri 
fy 2007 International Software Testing 
Conference, Arlington, Virginia, Octo 
ber 2007.ˆM\223Attacks and Countermeas



File fragment identification is a well-studied problem.

This fragment from a file is highly suggestive of a JPEG.
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Prior academic work has stressed machine learning.

Algorithm:
§ Collect training data.
§ Extract a feature. (Typically byte-frequency distribution or n-grams.)
§ Build a machine learning classifier. (KNN, SVN, etc.)
§ Apply classifier to previously unseen test data.

Much of this work had problems:
§ Many machine learning schemes were actually header/footer recognition. 

—Well-known n-grams in headers dominated results.
—Some techniques grew less accurate as analyzed more of a file!

§ Container File Complexity:
—Doesn't make sense to distinguish PDF from JPEG (if PDFs contain JPEGs.)
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We introduce three advances to this problem.

#1 — Rephrase problem as "discrimination," not recognition.
§ Each discriminator reports likely presence or absence of a file type in [BUF]
§ Thus, a fragment can be both JPEG and ZIP

#2 — Purpose-built functions.
§ Develop specific discriminators for specific file types.
§ Tune the features with grid search.

We've created three discriminators:
§ JPEG discriminator
§ MP3 discriminator
§ Huffman-Coded Discriminator
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JPEGs: 
Most FFs are followed by 00 due to “byte stuffing.”
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Our JPEG discriminator counts the number of FF00s.
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Two tunable parameters:
§ High Entropy (HE) - The minimum number of distinct byte values in the 4096-byte buffer.
§ Low FF00 N-grams  (LN) - The minimum number of <FF><00> byte pairs

We perform a grid search with a variety of possible values.
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These maps of JPEG blocks show the accuracy.
000109.jpg
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Bytes: 31,046 

512-byte sectors: 61
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low entropy
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000897.jpg
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Bytes: 57,596

512-byte Sectors: 113



000888.pdf
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Bytes: 2,723,425

512-byte Sectors: 5320



The MPEG classifier uses the frame chaining approach.

Each frame has a header and a length.
Find a header, read the length, look for the next header.

Our MP3 discriminator:
§ Frame header starts with a string of 11 sync bits
§ Sanity-check bit rate, sample rate and padding flag.
§ FrameSize = 144 x BitRate / (SampleRate + Padding)
§ Skip to next Frame and repeat.
§ Chain Length (CL) = 4 produced 99.56% accuracy with 4K buffer.
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The Huffman-Encoding detector is based on 
autocorrelation.
Huffman-coding is a variable-length bit-level code.
§ Symbols may be any number of bits.
§ More frequent symbols are shorter.
§ Hard to distinguish from random data.

Hypothesis:
§ Common symbols will occasionally line up in successive bytes.

§ If we perform an autocorrelation, common symbols will
self-align more often than by chance, producing more 0s:

§ With random (or encrypted) data, autocorrelation should 
not significantly change the statistics.
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Huffman tree generated from the exact frequencies of the
text "this is an example of a huffman tree". The

frequencies and codes of each character are below.
Encoding the sentence with this code requires 135 bits.

(This assumes that the code tree structure is known to the
decoder and thus does not need to be counted as part of

the transmitted information.)

Char Freq Code
space 7 111
a 4 010
e 4 000
f 3 1101
h 2 1010
i 2 1000
m 2 0111
n 2 0010
s 2 1011
t 2 0110
l 1 11001
o 1 00110
p 1 10011
r 1 11000

Huffman coding
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In computer science and information theory,
Huffman coding is an entropy encoding
algorithm used for lossless data compression.
The term refers to the use of a variable-length
code table for encoding a source symbol (such as
a character in a file) where the variable-length
code table has been derived in a particular way
based on the estimated probability of occurrence
for each possible value of the source symbol. It
was developed by David A. Huffman while he
was a Ph.D. student at MIT, and published in the
1952 paper "A Method for the Construction of
Minimum-Redundancy Codes".

Huffman coding uses a specific method for
choosing the representation for each symbol,
resulting in a prefix code (sometimes called
"prefix-free codes", that is, the bit string
representing some particular symbol is never a
prefix of the bit string representing any other symbol) that expresses the most
common source symbols using shorter strings of bits than are used for less common
source symbols. Huffman was able to design the most efficient compression method
of this type: no other mapping of individual source symbols to unique strings of bits
will produce a smaller average output size when the actual symbol frequencies agree
with those used to create the code. A method was later found to design a Huffman
code in linear time if input probabilities (also known as weights) are sorted.
[citation needed]

For a set of symbols with a uniform probability distribution and a number of
members which is a power of two, Huffman coding is equivalent to simple binary
block encoding, e.g., ASCII coding. Huffman coding is such a widespread method for
creating prefix codes that the term "Huffman code" is widely used as a synonym for
"prefix code" even when such a code is not produced by Huffman's algorithm.

Although Huffman's original algorithm is optimal for a symbol-by-symbol coding
(i.e. a stream of unrelated symbols) with a known input probability distribution, it is
not optimal when the symbol-by-symbol restriction is dropped, or when the
probability mass functions are unknown, not identically distributed, or not
independent (e.g., "cat" is more common than "cta"). Other methods such as
arithmetic coding and LZW coding often have better compression capability: both of
these methods can combine an arbitrary number of symbols for more efficient coding,
and generally adapt to the actual input statistics, the latter of which is useful when

"alan" = 01011001 01000100

  01011001
  01000100
==========
  00011101         

⊕



Our approach computes the cosine similarity of the byte-
frequency distribution in multi-dimensional space
Two tunable parameters:
§ VL - Vector Length - The number of dimensions to consider (this is VL=3)
§ MCV - Minimum Cosine Value - if cos(θ) < MCV, data is deemed to be Huffman.

Best Results:
§ 16KiB-block discriminator:  
§ 66.6% accurate, 
§ TPR 48.0%, 
§ FPR 0.450%.  
§ VL=250, 
§ MCV=0.9996391245556134.
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Our numbers from sampling are similar to those reported by iTunes.

We can accurately determine:
§ Amount of free space
§ Amount of JPEG
§ Amount of MPEG 

Combine random sampling with sector discrimination to 
obtain the forensic contents of a storage device.
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Audio Data reported by iTunes: 2.25 GiB 2.42 GB
MP3 files reported by file system: 2.39 GB
Estimated MP3 usage with random sampling : 2.49 GB 10,000 random samples

2.71 GB 5,000 random samples

Figure 1: Usage of a 160GB iPod reported by iTunes 8.2.1 (6) (top), as reported by the file system (bottom center), and
as computing with random sampling (bottom right). Note that iTunes usage actually in GiB, even though the program
displays the “GB” label.

length offset. If a frame is recognized from byte pat-
terns and the next frame is found at the specified off-
set, then there is a high probability that the fragment
contains an excerpt of the media type in question.

Field validation Once headers or frames are recognized,
they can be validated by “sanity checking” the fields
that they contain.

n-gram analysis As some n-grams are more common
than others, discriminators can base their results
upon a statistical analysis of n-grams in the fragment.

Other statistical tests Tests for entropy and other statis-
tical properties can be employed.

Context recognition Finally, if a fragment cannot be
readily discriminated, it is reasonable to analyze the
adjacent fragments. This approach works for frag-
ments found on a hard drive, as most files are stored
contiguously[15]. This approach does not work for
identifying fragments in physical memory, however,
as modern memory systems make no effort to co-
locate adjacent fragments in the computer’s physical
memory map.

4.3 Three Discriminators
In this subsection we present three discriminators that

we have created. Each of these discriminators was devel-
oped in Java and tested on the NPS govdocs1 file corpus
[16], supplemented with a collection of MP3 and other
files that were developed for this project.

To develop each of these discriminators we started
with a reading of the file format specification and a vi-
sual examination of file exemplars using a hex editor (the
EMACS hexl mode), the Unix more command, and the
Unix strings command. We used our knowledge of file
types to try to identify aspects of the specific file format
that would be indicative of the type and would be unlikely
to be present in other file types. We then wrote short test
programs to look for the features or compute the relevant
statistics for what we knew to be true positives and true
negatives. For true negatives we used files that we thought

would cause significant confusion for our discriminators.
4.3.1 Tuning the discriminators

Many of our discriminators have tunable parameters.
Our approach for tuning the discriminators was to use a
grid search. That is, we simply tried many different possi-
ble values for these parameters within a reasonable range
and selected the parameter value that worked the best. Be-
cause we knew the ground truth we were able to calcu-
late the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate
(FPR) for each combination of parameter settings. The
(FPR,TPR) for the particular set of values was then plot-
ted as an (X,Y) point, producing a ROC curve[25].
4.3.2 JPEG Discriminator

To develop our JPEG discriminator we started by read-
ing the JPEG specification. We then examined a number
of JPEGs, using as our source the JPEGs from the gov-
docs1 corpus[16].

JPEG is a segment-based container file in which each
segment begins with a FF byte followed by segment
identifier. Segments can contain metadata specifying the
size of the JPEG, quantization tables, Huffman tables,
Huffman-coded image blocks, comments, EXIF data, em-
bedded comments, and other information. Because meta-
data and quantization tables are more-or-less constant and
the number of blocks is proportional to the size of the
JPEG, small JPEGs are dominated by metadata while
large JPEGs are dominated by encoded blocks.

The JPEG format uses the hex character FF to indi-
cate the start of segments. Because this character may oc-
cur naturally in Huffman-coded data, the JPEG standard
specifies that naturally occurring FFs must be “stuffed”
(quoted) by storing them as FF00.

Our JPEG discriminator uses these characteristics to
identify Huffman-coded JPEG blocks. Our intuition was
to look for blocks that had high entropy but which had
more FF00 sequences than would be expected by chance.
We developed a discriminator that would accept a block as
JPEG data if the entropy was considered high—that is, if
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New work from CMU has extended n-gram file 
identification.
Instead of building hand-built scanners, this approach builds models 
from exemplars of files.

The models can be freely distributed.
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Creating Forensic Corpora



Digital forensics is at a turning point.
Yesterday’s work was primarily reverse engineering.

Key technical challenges:
§ Evidence preservation.
§ File recovery (file system support);  Undeleting files
§ Encryption cracking.
§ Keyword search.
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Today’s work is increasingly scientific.

Evidence Reconstruction
§ Files (fragment recovery carving)
§ Timelines (visualization)

Clustering and data mining

Social network analysis

Sense-making
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Science requires the scientific process.

Hallmarks of Science:
§ Controlled and repeatable experiments.
§ No privileged observers.

Why repeat some other scientist’s experiment?
§ Validate that an algorithm is properly implemented.
§ Determine if your new algorithm is better than someone else’s old one.
§ (Scientific confirmation? — perhaps for venture capital firms.)

We can’t do this today.
§ People work with their own data

—Can’t sure because of copyright & privacy issues.
§ People work with “evidence”

—Can’t discuss due to legal sensitivities.
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The Real Data Corpus (30TB)
§ Disks, camera cards, & cell phones purchased on the secondary market.
§ Most contain data from previous users.
§ Mostly acquire outside the US:

—Canada, China, England, Germany, France, 
India, Israel, Japan, Pakistan, Palestine, etc.

§ Thousands of devices (HDs, CDs, DVDs, flash, etc.)

Mobile Phone Application Corpus 
§ Android Applications; Mobile Malware; etc.

The problems we encounter obtaining, curating and exploiting this 
data mirror those of national organizations

—Garfinkel, Farrell, Roussev and Dinolt, Bringing Science to Digital Forensics with 
Standardized Forensic Corpora, DFRWS 2009
http://digitalcorpora.org/ 
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We do science with “real data.”

http://www.simson.net/clips/academic/2009.DFRWS.Corpora.pdf
http://www.simson.net/clips/academic/2009.DFRWS.Corpora.pdf
http://www.simson.net/clips/academic/2009.DFRWS.Corpora.pdf
http://www.simson.net/clips/academic/2009.DFRWS.Corpora.pdf
http://digitalcorpora.org
http://digitalcorpora.org


To teach forensics, we need complex data!
§ Disk images
§ Memory images
§ Network packets

Some teachers get used hard drives from eBay.
§ Problem: you don’t know what’s on the disk.

—Ground Truth.
—Potential for illegal Material — distributing porn to minors is illegal.

Some teachers have students examine other student machines:
§ Self-examination: students know what they will find
§ Examining each other’s machines: potential for inappropriate disclosure

Digital Forensics education needs fake data!
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Files from US Government Web Servers (500GB)
§ ≈1 million heterogeneous files

—Documents (Word, Excel, PDF, etc.); Images (JPEG, PNG, etc.)
—Database Files; HTML files; Log files; XML

§ Freely redistributable; Many different file types
§ This database was surprising difficulty to collect, curate, and distribute:

—Scale created data collection and management problems.
—Copyright, Privacy & Provenance issues.

Advantage over flickr & youtube: persistence & copyright
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We manufacture data that can be freely redistributed.

      <abstract>This data set contains data for birds caught 
with mistnets and with other means for sampling Avian 
Influenza (AI)….</abstract>

 <abstract>NOAA&apos;s National Geophysical Data Center 
(NGDC) is building high-resolution digital elevation models 
(DEMs) for select U.S. coastal regions. … </abstract>



Test and Realistic Disk Images (1TB)
§ Mostly Windows operating system.
§ Some with complex scenarios to facilitate forensics education.

—NSF DUE-0919593

University harassment scenario
§ Network forensics — browser fingerprinting, reverse NAT, target identification.
§ 50MB of packets

Company data theft & child pornography scenario.
§ Multi-drive correction.
§ Hypothesis formation.
§ Timeline reconstruction.

—Disk images, Memory Dumps, Network Packets
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Our fake data can be freely redistributed.



Where do we go from here?



There are many important areas for research

Algorithm development.
§ Adopting to different kinds of data.
§ Different resolutions 
§ Higher Amounts (40TB—40PB)

Software that can…
§ Automatically identify outliers and inconsistencies.
§ Automatically present complex results in simple, straightforward reports.
§ Combine stored data, network data, and Internet-based information.

Many of the techniques here are also applicable to:
§ Social Network Analysis.
§ Personal Information Management.
§ Data mining unstructured information.
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My challenges: innovation, scale & community

Most innovative forensic tools fail when they are deployed.
§ Production data much larger than test data.

—One drive might have 10,000 email addresses, another might have 2,000,000.
§ Production data more heterogeneous than test data.
§ Analysts have less experience & time than tool developers.

How to address?
§ Attention to usability & recovery.
§ High Performance Computing for testing.
§ Programming languages that are safe and high-performance.

Moving research results from lab to field is itself a research problem.
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In summary, there is an urgent need for fundamental 
research in automated computer forensics.
Most work to date has been data recovery and reverse engineering.
§ User-level file systems
§ Recovery of deleted files.

To solve tomorrow’s hard problems, we need:
§ Algorithms that exploit large data sets (>10TB)
§ Machine learning to find outliers and inconsistencies.
§ Algorithms tolerant of data that is dirty and damaged.

Work in automated forensics is inherently interdisciplinary.
§ Systems, Security, and Network Engineering
§ Machine Learning
§ Natural Language Processing
§ Algorithms (compression, decompression, big data)
§ High Performance Computing
§ Human Computer Interactions
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